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Do you want to add a golden ticket under the wrapper of your Wonka Bar? Each golden
ticket is about 2 x 4.25 inches and perfectly slips under your candy wrapper. Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory (1964) is a TEENren's book by British author Roald Dahl. The story
features the adventures of young Charlie Bucket inside the. Explore the magical world of
Willy Wonka candy! Here at the Candy Warehouse, we have all of the goods you’d find at
the Willy Wonka factory- minus the Oompa Loompas. List of Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory characters. How to Order: 1) Select Item and Proceed to Checkout 2) Once
Purchase has been made, we customize with logos/location 3) We email you file. How to
Use Template: These Willy Wonka themed candy bar wrappers make fun party favors for
any Wonka themed party no matter what the occasion. Last Fall, Beyond the Marquee was
invited to a special WONKA fan event to celebrate the 40th Anniversary of the film and got a
chance to chat with some of the stars.
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Last Fall, Beyond the Marquee was invited to a special WONKA fan event to celebrate the
40th Anniversary of the film and got a chance to chat with some of the stars. These printable
candy bar covers will let your teacher know that they are the best teacher bar none! It is a
super easy way to celebrate Teacher Appreciation Day!. Bottle Caps are sweet tablet
candies made to look like metal soda bottle caps in grape, cola, orange, root beer, and
cherry flavors. They are sold by Nestlé under. How to Order: 1) Select Item and Proceed to
Checkout 2) Once Purchase has been made, we customize with logos/location 3) We email
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the Marquee was invited to a special WONKA fan event to celebrate the 40th Anniversary of
the film and got a chance to chat with some of the stars. These printable candy bar covers
will let your teacher know that they are the best teacher bar none! It is a super easy way to
celebrate Teacher Appreciation Day!. Explore the magical world of Willy Wonka candy!
Here at the Candy Warehouse, we have all of the goods you’d find at the Willy Wonka
factory- minus the Oompa Loompas.
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about 2 x 4.25 inches and perfectly slips under your candy wrapper. Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory (1964) is a TEENren's book by British author Roald Dahl. The story
features the adventures of young Charlie Bucket inside the. These printable candy bar
covers will let your teacher know that they are the best teacher bar none! It is a super easy
way to celebrate Teacher Appreciation Day!.

